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How it works
KPMG’s cloud-based solution allows our clients to rapidly 
understand their asset management performance. Whether 
used in self-assessment or through engaging a KPMG  
team, our tool delivers a trusted, transparent, efficient  
and repeatable outcome. 

Key features include:

 
An online maturity assessment of asset management 
functions against multiple standards (including 
ISO55000, GFMAM, AMAF, AMVC, NAMAF).

 
Automated reporting provides a repeatable process, 
with traceability of evidence, allowing you to track  
your progress and streamline reporting to stakeholders 
and regulators.

 
Broad engagement using our built in assessment 
allocation and collation feature means you can access  
the right subject matter experts for the right areas, 
anywhere they are online.

 
Live online visibility for both the organisation  
and aligned KPMG advisors. 

The tool identifies gaps against relevant standards and 
best practice models. Using the response data, it enters 
deficiencies into a template action plan and imports editable 
recommendations from respondents. KPMG’s Asset 
Management Assessment Assessor provides efficient and 
trusted results enabling our clients to focus on improvement 
and building sustainable asset management practices. 

To make an appointment with our asset management team, 
or for a demonstration of our solution, please contact us at: 
AMBA@kpmg.com.au

For more information visit:  
KPMG.com/au/AssetManagementAssessor

With the KPMG Asset Management 
Business Assessor, have a clear 
understanding of your asset 
management system performance, 
get in control, and plan ahead. 

Valuable assets, clear visibility 
Organisations are under continual pressure 
to improve the management of their physical 
assets and infrastructure portfolios. Assets 
must drive value for stakeholders, while the 
organisation balances cost, risk, performance 
and regulatory requirements. KPMG’s Asset 
Management Business Assessor helps 
organisations understand the effectiveness of 
their asset management system. It provides 
a clear understanding of current performance 
against targets and benchmarks, a focus on 
strategic priorities, supports informed decisions, 
and helps maximise the value of your assets. 
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